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Obstacle Prediction for Automated Guided Vehicles
Based on Point Clouds Measured

by a Tilted LIDAR Sensor
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Abstract— Environment analysis of automatic vehicles needs
the detection from 3-D point cloud information. This paper
addresses this task when only partial scanning data are available.
Our method develops the detection capabilities of autonomous
vehicles equipped with 3-D range sensors for navigation pur-
poses. In industrial practice, the safety scanners of automated
guided vehicles (AGVs) and a localization technology provide
an additional possibility to gain 3-D point clouds from planar
contour points or low vertical resolution. Based on this data
and a suitable evaluation algorithm, intelligence of vehicles can
be significantly increased without the need for installation of
additional sensors. In this paper, we propose a solution for an
obstacle categorization problem for partial point clouds without
shape modeling. The approach is tested for a known database,
as well as for real-life scenarios. In case of AGVs, real-time run
is provided by on-board computers of usual complexity.

Index Terms— LIDAR, point cloud, object recognition,
autonomous vehicle, automated guided vehicles, keypoint detec-
tion, bag of features.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTELLIGENT vehicles are usually provided with data
from OSH (Occupational safety and health) devices or nar-

row Field of View (FoV) LIDAR detectors (e.g., Velodyne
VLP-16).1 2D and 3D LIDARs with narrow FoV acquire low
vertical information about the near environment by one frame.
Incremental registration offer a chance for the exploitation of
this data type.

Autonomous vehicles/mobile machines are in the process
of intensive development including sensors and algorithms.
In industrial transportation systems so called AGVs are needed
to differentiate obstacle categories so that the gained informa-
tion can be utilized for many aims: recognized objects can
be used as landmarks for navigation purposes or for better
respond to a certain safety situation.
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Fig. 1. Point clouds of objects with keypoints clustered on local descriptors.

Autonomous vehicles must be equipped with protective
devices because of OSH aspects, implementing different
sensor modalities and partly independent, or contrary, fused
evaluation of sensor information to get a higher reliability.
There are various collision avoidance systems, see the survey
in [1]. In case of AGVs, the protective devices are usually
safety laser scanners, and one or more regular 2D laser scan-
ners are installed. Conventional use of these sensors can result
in go forward, stop or avoid commands for the autonomous
vehicle, when an obstacle is detected. These decisions are
based on the distance and the static or dynamic nature of
the obstacle (differentiation of static and dynamic obstacles
is not an easy task itself [2]). A system which is capable
of obstacle recognition could suggest avoidance direction
(using yet invisible but known extension of the obstacle), and
have more precise static/dynamic differentiation; e.g. standing
human will not be categorized as static. Calculating given
parameters of the partially visible objects (size, maximum
acceleration, maximum velocity, etc) can be realized as well.
Even prediction of the behavior of the obstacles (vehicles,
humans or animals will react differently to the approach of
a mobile machine) is a possibility.

The vehicle needs to be informed about the objects in
its surroundings. The visible surfaces of these objects are
most often represented in a 3D coordinate system as a set of
measured points which is referred as 3D point cloud. However,
object recognition from 3D point clouds is a competitive
research area without applicable results for partial views (the
present problem).

3D pattern recognition is a challenging issue both in full
3D and 2.5D cases [3], [4]:
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Fig. 2. Tilted sensor installation for overhang detection. Photo
source: SICK - Efficient solutions for material transport vehicles in factory
and logistics automation.2

• State of the art 3D shape recognition methods are capable
of e.g. retrieving 3D models from 2D sketch queries
applying multi-view convolutional neural networks on
rendered models [5].

• Best recognition results on TOSCA+Sumner dataset
of 3D Shape Categorization Benchmark is about 96%
achieved by 3D Spatial Pyramids [6].

• In Non-rigid 3D Shape Retrieval track of SHREC’15
(Shape retrieval Contest) NN (nearest neighbors) values
equal or near to 100 % are obtained [7].

These works make it possible for aiming large-scale object
retrieval [8] for researches working with full 3D. While
obtaining full 3D model is not possible in real scenarios,
recognition from 2.5D can be even more difficult.

Hereinafter we investigate the recognition problem from
sequentially acquired information of a tilted LIDAR. This
development is devoted for exploiting the on-board sensor of
a sensored AGV with improved computing capacity. In case
of AGVs, sensors tilted upwards can detect for example
hanging crane hooks. Sensors installed tilted downwards can
warn about objects jutting out of shelving (Fig. 2). In urban
environment typical reason of tilted scanner installation is
Mobile Laser Scanning (MLS); illustration of our proposed
method on MLS data can be seen in Fig. 1. We explore an
object in bottom-up sequence (or top-down) collecting the
rare views in front of the vehicle. We would only see the
full height 2.5D view of this object if the vehicle will be
(dangerously) close to the obstacle or we will not see it at all.
It is desirable not to let our machine to approach the object
too close, the decision must be made in much earlier stage
from partial information. Data of on-board 2D LIDARs have
been exploited for better awareness. Using additional sensor
information (e.g. camera) is recommended, but each modality
should have its own reliability for superior fusion of different
on-board solutions.

2https://www.sick.com

Our method can solve the recognition problem for wide
FoV 3D LIDARs too, where layers are separated from each
other, and the same object seen on the disjoint layers cannot
be connected. However, sequentially registering information
on each beam results in a similar problem we deal with. The
line segments of the scrappy object can be categorized in each
layer as separated curve for each scan.

This paper addresses the problem, where sparse 3D clouds
can be built from sequentially scanned data, without having
full 3D cloud. We will show here that this data gathering
through motion may contain enough information for semantic
level analysis of the neighborhood of the vehicle. Our method
is capable of recognizing 3D shapes without having to look on
the whole shape, or having dense resolution point clouds for
sufficient modeling the shape or parts. In this paper we extend
our earlier work [9] by some modification of our method
aiming increase in its speed (real-time run is achieved) and
precision, and also present results on a real-life urban database.

Approaching towards a street object, our method accumu-
lates the information to increase the probability of detecting
a possible object. Our method improves the system by using
low-level scattered data sources for semantic level interpreta-
tion during the motion.

A tilted LIDAR-based decision support system for
autonomous vehicles has several elements:

• The data of the LIDAR sensor has to be registered
in a global coordinate system by fusing it with IMU,
GPS or other synchronized localization data stream [10].

• The resulted enriched cloud should be preprocessed for
later work, noise [11] and ghost removal [12] have to be
done.

• Object candidates have to be segmented in order to clas-
sify the environment. This is usually done by connected
component analysis or specific object detection [13].

• Shape classification is the next stage, which is investi-
gated in details in the paper. At this stage we assume that
we have some preliminary prediction about the surround-
ing objects, and we can also predict the environmental
scenery type (e.g.: urban, warehouse, etc.). Using this
assumption we can assign prior probability to different
classes and we can make Bayes decision (e.g.: animals are
unlikely in urban environment). In our tests on urban data
of the proof-of-concept evaluation, we collected frequent
urban objects and we assigned the same prior probability
to them.

• In the final stage, using the classification result, some
decision rule has to be applied to control the autonomous
vehicle [14].

A. The Contribution of the Paper
SoA methods cannot be applied for recognition from small

parts without shape model or incremental recognition and
without exact scale information. Looking at the palette of
the solutions of the best practices: applying conventional
3D recognition methods like [3] is not favorable, because
mesh generation or voxelization steps can be expensive for
incomplete data and can also cause information loss. 2.5D
methods [15] are not applicable, because they cannot deal
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with hidden points produced by the viewpoint change during
motion. Model based approaches [16] also has to be excluded,
because we only know the partial object.

We propose a new solution addressing the following issues:
• Processing steps work directly on point clouds, avoiding

the mesh generation and possible information loss;
• Keypoint search based on local radius in 3D, making it

independent of the full size;
• Local feature based object description, which is not model

based;
• New local graph based descriptors;
• Object prescription with bag of features.

The solution of the above issues offer the potential of recogni-
tion from partial clouds and solving the problem of sequential
data gaining of tilted single-layer/multi-layer LIDAR sensors.
Some aspects of these issues we have addressed in [9],
where preliminary results were introduced on the validation
level. In the following we will show how discriminative local
patterns can be used for the classification of partially visible
objects.

B. The Outline of the Paper
Section II introduces related works. In Section III,

we describe our proposed solutions in detail. To validate the
proposed method, in Section IV and V, we will show results
on known 3D data and on real life MLS point clouds. Finally
in Section VI we will draw some conclusions.

II. RELATED WORKS

3D object recognition and classification has a broad research
interest in several diverse fields of sciences (like medical
sciences [17] or augmented reality [18]), and especially in
mobile robotics, transportation and vehicle sciences [19]. For
autonomous driving or surveillance, object recognition is an
indispensable task, which makes conventional transportation
systems to be smart. Before further analysis of sensors and
methods we must differentiate the following range image and
point cloud categories regarding in the following:

• full 3D: full 3D object surface is known (mainly computer
mesh models).

• 3D: some hidden points are known, but full 3D object
surface is unknown (generally acquired from registered
frames, e.g. limited multiview series).

• 2.5D: we know only part of the object surface, which
is visible from one viewpoint (point cloud generated
from one frame, with depth sensors measuring x,y,z
coordinates as well (kinect, 3D LIDAR)).

• 2D: planar contour points (measured by 2D LIDAR)
• partial cloud: with this we can refer to registered point

cloud set (both from 2D or 2.5D), so generally it is in 3D,
but contains less information than 2.5D clouds.

In the next subsections related works are surveyed regarding
sensors, data structure and object recognition.

A. Sensors and Data Structure

Following the above categories, we overview the most
common sensors and systems regarding point-cloud based

object and environment detection methods. To reconstruct sur-
roundings in 3D many general purpose depth sensors (kinect,
ToF camera, stereo camera-pair) or methods which provide
3D information from 2D sensors (SfM) can be used. Some
vehicles are equipped with LIDAR sensors, having its features
of 360 (or near 360) degree angle of view and insensibility to
lighting conditions [20].

1) 3D LIDARs: Using 3D or 2.5D scanning a wide range
of application has been addressed in the recent years for
autonomous robot navigation. These methods, including the
sensors having 64 parallel beams (Velodyne HDL-64),3 can
achieve excellent results being standard for the possible
best solutions. The application of these 3D (multi-planar or
multi-layer) LIDARs is common in very different intelligent
transportation systems. For example [21] realized localization
based on curb and road marking detector, [22] localized and
extracted street light poles with high recall value and in [23]
traffic monitoring is done via 3D LIDAR sequences. Multi-
layer LIDARs generate 2.5D information instantly, so in most
cases processing is done on point cloud sequences in real-
time instead of registering them, but the number of layers (the
vertical resolution) and the angle of the beam opening (vertical
view) might be too low for proper scanning. On the other
hand, in intelligent vehicles combining 2D (planar or single-
layer) LIDARs with pose sensors is still a relatively cheap and
accurate solution for 3D reconstruction [24], [25]. Nowadays
complete MLS systems are available for mapping purposes.
They often fuse more than one LIDAR sensors and multiple
cameras. Registering point clouds for mapping purpose is
usually offline. There are already a few of them which can
reconstruct the environment in real-time [26]. Stanley (DARPA
Grand Challenge winner) [27] also used (multiple) single-layer
LIDARs for building 3D environment in 2005. In case of
AGVs multi-planar LIDARs have the disadvantage compared
to planar ones that installing them needs additional cost, while
2D LIDARs are already operating on board as safety sensors.

2) 2D LIDARs: In research concerning transportation and
mobile robotics, it is also common to apply a 2D LIDAR sen-
sor for different purposes, like Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM) [28], detection and tracking [29]. 2D laser
scanners are rarely applied standalone for these tasks, naturally
2.5D or 3D reconstruction is not even possible relying only
on 2D data. Although there are some successful attempts: for
example in [30], where pedestrian detection is implemented
based on spatial-temporal walking patterns. Another example
is [29], where humans were detected and tracked in mobile
2D LIDAR data. This was done by euclidean clustering of
data points, cluster matching and making a heuristic based
decision.

In general, these sensors exist as one component of diverse
sensor networks or at least they are coupled with one addi-
tional sensor. Common realization of navigation related tasks
is that the 2D laser scanner is complemented with sensors
applicable for localization like GPS, INS, odometer, etc. This
type of solutions allows transforming measured data to global
coordinate system. In a mobile robot system capable of route

3http://velodynelidar.com/hdl-64e.html
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Fig. 3. Registered 2D LIDAR sequences about a pedestrian; in our scenario
we detect only a limited number of 2D layers, practically started from the
bottom scanning.

learning built by [31], the localization can be based on the
signal of Wi-Fi access points and magnetic compass too.

This category of 2D LIDARs are mostly for AGV safety
systems and heavy trucks. In this case we can collect scanning
data for a limited vertical viewing-angle at a given time,
and the continuous collection of the registered data makes it
possible to achieve some limited recognition information. This
paper is about how to achieve additional recognition data from
these limited viewing-angle scanning systems.

3) Sensor Fusion: Solving these tasks by sensor fusion is
also a research direction. Shi et al. [32] propose a solution for
pose estimation in urban areas where GPS data is inadequate.
They realize the solution by using the fusion of 2D laser
scanner and panoramic camera applying scale and loop closure
constrained bundle adjustment. The fusion of a 2D laser
scanner and an Asus Xtion depth sensor is applied as well.
Trevor et al. [28] proposed a SLAM algorithm, which uses
the detected planar surfaces as landmarks.

In the following we make the assumption that all the point
clouds are made by one tilted 2D LIDAR or slices of 3D
LIDAR (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). The vertical information content
of the latter case about the close angle environment is similar
to the former one in the case of one frame. By this way we
get sequential (bottom-up) exploration of an object.

B. Object Recognition in Point Clouds

Full 3D, 3D and 2.5D general object recognition pipelines
can rely on either local or global descriptors. Local descriptors
characterize well a given surface patch around a keypoint.
Finding correspondences between these local surfaces can be
the basis of object recognition. This can be done through
different hypothesis generation and verification methods, but
it is an exhausting search. A review about the state of the art
of these pipelines is available in [38]. Contrary to this, global
descriptors represent the whole object, so they are useful for
object and category recognition in full 3D matching. There
are global descriptors for 2.5D scanning as well [36]. Also
local descriptors can be extended to global ones by simply

Fig. 4. Example of accumulated scanning during the AGV motion, building
up a 3D point cloud from the plane LIDAR scans (Sensor position: altitude -
2 m, angle closed with the horizontal axis - 30◦). (a) Actual scan in sensor
coordinate system (SICK S300 Expert). (b) Registered scans in gloobal
coordinate system; points of actual scans are indicated with red; points of
recognized cyclist object indicated with blue.

considering the whole object cluster as a local neighborhood
of a point [39]. One of the state of the art local descriptors is
Rotational Projection Statistics (RoPS) [40]. RoPs outperforms
former descriptors in feature matching (like [15]). However
this method cannot be directly applied on point clouds: a mesh
generation step is needed.

Multi-planar LIDAR generated point clouds are considered
as 2.5D as well, but these clouds are specific in terms of
point density. In our case, 3D data generated by vehicle move-
ment and information gain is relatively slow (but sequential).
Regarding one frame, wide FoV multi-layer LIDARs can see
the whole object. Tilted narrow FoV or 2D ones see much
less. Solutions for whole objects [16] have no or only indirect
applicability, in our problem objects are only partially present.
In case of [37] the authors use GMM (Gaussian Mixture
Model) to describe an object. In [41] features like geometrical
shape and size, barycenter is used, also color of the object is
commonly used, which we do not intend to use. The extraction
of features what requires at least full ‘one-view’ of the object,
cannot be extracted from partial clouds.

The main problem of classification based on single-layer
2D point clouds is the lack of surface information, thus
lacking of distinctive properties. One way of solving this
issue is the extension of the sensor system. For example
in [19] visual features were also utilized for the categorization.
These features can help in partial classification task, however
they depend on visibility conditions. Lee et al. [42] tried to
overcome on the problem of insufficient information by using
multiple features like width of the object, range data variation
and signal strength. This method proved to be efficient, but
obviously from 3D data (which is achievable by registering
the 2D clouds) more distinctive features are available. In [37]
point classes (horizontal, vertical, slope, scatter) were defined
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TABLE I

3D AND 2.5D RECOGNITION METHODS

based on consecutive point information and object classes were
recognized based on these classes. They utilize GPS, IMU and
wheel odometry together with three single-layer LIDARs to
get 3D point clouds instead of 2D ones, as we propose too.
Our proposed method define local patterns instead of points,
so it is not so limited considering object category possibilities.
An overview of shape recognition methods can be found
in Table I. In this table, the last row contains our proposed
method based on local pattern recognition, as explained in the
following section.

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method compares statistics of local structures.
The steps of the definition of patterns and matching are as
follows:

• First, local surface is defined around each point. Saliency
of the point is calculated by Harris operator on this
surface.

• Then a local scale is assigned to significant points,
it determines the number of keypoints. Different keypoint
types will create local structures, so keypoints character-
ized by local surface descriptor are clustered.

• Local patterns are defined as graphs of keypoints.
• Finally, frequency of local patterns are compared.

We define Bag of Graphs (BoG) method, which is a kind of
Bag of Features (BoF) [43]. In [9] we have examined different
3D descriptors; finally, we have chosen Bag of Graphs (BoG)
as the most characteristic local descriptor, giving additional
features and connectivity information. BoF methods are also
used for probable pose/position estimation, as the evaluated
features vote for the most probable characterizing position.
We consider here rotational invariant object classification of
partly nonrigid shapes, not considering the pose of the object.

The steps of BoG method are detailed below:
1) Preprocessing: There are required and optional pre-

processing steps. The former ones are necessary to get
object candidates from LIDAR sequences (registration,
segmentation). Optional steps can be outlier removal or down-
sampling. For large point numbers we suggest to downsample
the keypoint candidates from all the points of the cloud to the
points marked as keypoints by Intrinsic Shape Signature (ISS)
method [44].

2) Local Surface Definition: Based on an appropriate search
radius, the corresponding neighborhood of a point represents
the local surface around the point. This search radius must be
chosen so that it will determine the smallest features we detect.
Considering that 2D Harris detector is an effective method for
salliency detection in 2D [45], extending it to 3D [46] a second
order parametric surface is also fitted to these points. Here,
Harris operator is applied and also used for further calculations
(e.g. curvature estimation). The 3D version Harris operator
defines z coordinate (instead of intensity like in 2D case) as
a function of x and y.

f (x, y) = p1

2
x2 + p2xy + p3

2
y2 + p4x + p5y + p6, (1)

where pi i = 1 . . . 6 are parameters of the fitted surface.
The Harris matrix is [46]:

H =
(

A C
C B

)
, (2)

where

A = p2
4 + 2 p2

1 + 2 p2
2, (3)

B = p2
5 + 2 p2

2 + 2 p2
3, (4)

C = p4 p5 + 2 p1 p2 + 2 p2 p3. (5)

Before the surface fitting, Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA) is used for normal vector estimation [47]. Height
function is aligned with the z-axis by rotating the points of
local neighborhood and also the center is translated to the
origin [46]. In that instance we search for parameters, pi as the
second-order contact approximation or 2-jet (truncated Taylor
expansion). Higher order terms are ignored (they are 0 at the
origin), p4, p5 will be zeros because of the translation and
p6 because of the alignment. For simplicity, we suppose the
specific case where x and y were aligned to the principal
directions as well, our coordinate frame would be the Monge
coordinate system. This would result p2 also to be 0 and
makes p1 and p3 to be equal to the principal curvatures
(k1 and k2) [48]. Examining this specific case, the rela-
tion between the eigenvalues of the Harris matrix (Harris
curvatures) and the principal curvatures at the origin clearly
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Fig. 5. Illustration of local scale in case of a car’s hood and front wheel;
we measure here the local Harris curvature around keypoints as local scale
information.

can be seen:

H =
(

2 p2
1 0

0 2 p2
3

)
. (6)

ki =
√

λi

2
, (7)

where λi -s are the eigenvalues of Harris matrix, and ki -s
are principal curvatures.

Note that, if the last assumption (x and y is aligned to
the principal directions) is not valid (as in our general case),
the Eq. (7) still can be deduced and holds.

3) Keypoint Search and Characteristic Radius: Salient,
corner like points correspond to large Harris eigenvalues. For
these points a local radius is defined. Eq. (7) provides a
good basis to define our local radius in general case based
on the definition of radius of curvature in specific case.
By substituting the formula ρi = 1

ki
we get the relation of

Harris curvatures and radius of curvatures. Latter is inversely
proportional to the square root of the Harris curvatures:

ρ1 =
√

2

λ1
, (8)

where ρ1 is the characteristic radius, and λ1 is the smaller
eigenvalue of the Harris matrix.

Selecting the final keypoints representing the local shape is
based on this local radius. A new keypoint (found in descend-
ing salience order) can only be outside of characteristic spheres
(environment) of former keypoints. These spheres are defined
at previously found points by corresponding characteristic
radii. Illustration of radii corresponding to different fineness
structures is shown in Fig. 5.

4) Local Descriptor: Keypoints found in previous step can
be characterized by local surface descriptors. Before calcu-
lating descriptors, normal vectors should be properly oriented
by normal orientation propagation [49]. Here viewpoint based
orientation is not applicable, because the viewpoint is contin-
uously changing. The descriptor used by us is assembled from
the following components:

• Volume of local convex hull: Scale information

Vc =
∑

Vti , (9)

where Vc is the volume of local convex hull. Vti is the
volume of i -th tetrahedron corresponds to i -th triangle,

building up the convex hull surface and its barycenter-
origin distance. Note that, we use triangulation only
locally, and just in the neighborhood of keypoints.

• Characteristic radius: Scale information

ρ2 =
√

2

λ2
, (10)

where ρ2 is the characteristic radius, and λ2 is the larger
eigenvalue of the Harris matrix. ρ1 was used for the
identification of neighboring keypoints, but ρ2 values also
can be distinctive.

• Surface normal angle: Information about the effect of
local scale change

cos(θs) = nsmall · nlarge

‖nsmall‖‖nlarge‖ , (11)

where θs is the surface normal angle, nsmall and nlarge are
the normal vectors calculated with a smaller and larger
neighborhood [50].

• Modified shape index: Local reference frame (LRF)
invariant curvature proportion

Imod =
∣∣∣∣ 1

π
arctan

k1 + k2

k1 − k2

∣∣∣∣ , (12)

where Imod is the modified shape index [51]. Elementary
surface shapes are corresponds to values 0.5 (cup or cap),
0.25 (rut or ridge) and 0 (saddle).

• Point Feature Histogram: Density invariant generaliza-
tion of the mean curvature, as a normalized histogram
over the values all the point-pair measures α, φ and θ in
the given neighborhood are defined as:

u p = ns,

v p = u p × pt − ps

‖pt − ps‖ ,

w = u p × v p, (13)

α = w · nt ,

φ = u p · pt − ps

‖pt − ps‖ ,

θ = arctan
(
w · nt , u p · nt

)
, (14)

where u p , v p and w vectors construct a local reference
frame. pt , ps , nt and ns correspond to target and source
points and their normal vectors [47]. It is worth men-
tioning that in order to speed-up the algorithm we used
Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH) [52] instead of PFH
in case of real-life database. The complexity of PFH is
O(nk2) with n points and k number of neighbors, while
the complexity of FPFH is O(nk).

5) Keypoint Cluster Extraction: Clustering of keypoints
is necessary to construct local patterns. In order to find
keypoint clusters K-means is applied on local descriptor data
corresponding to the keypoint database [53]. The cardinality
of clusters has to be determined specifically to data sets based
on the training results. It is a trade-off between homogeneity
and separation.
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Fig. 6. Local pattern definition: the graph of clustered local keypoints is
characteristic for the local structure.

6) Local Pattern Definition: Utilizing the keypoints, their
clusters and Euclidean distance between the pairs of them,
we can build a weighted non-homogeneous graph, which can
represent a shape.

This undirected node-labeled graph by definition is a 4-tuple
g = (V , E,

∑
, l), where V is the set of vertices (keypoints),

E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges,
∑

is the alphabet of
labels and l : V → ∑

is a function mapping each vertex
onto a label (this label generated by K-means in the previous
step) [54].

Instead of using the graph of all the keypoints as a global
descriptor, gi is used as local pattern. We define gi =
(Vi , Ei ,

∑
i , li ) subgraphs around each keypoint, where for

the i -th vertex, v ∈ V , νn(v) denoting n-th nearest neighbor,
Vi = {ν0(v), ν1(v), . . . , νk−1(v)}, using the definition of k
nearest vertex to v from [55]. These subgraphs are illustrated
in Fig. 6. Four points were chosen to build gi , so volume can
be assigned as one more feature of the subgraph. We defined
subgraph similarity based on the center point type, the volume
category and counting the number of surrounding points from
all types.

For example (Fig. 6) suppose that we have three clusters
of keypoints (red - 1, blue - 2, yellow - 3), two volume
types (smaller - subgraph indicated with green circle, larger -
subgraph marked with red arc). The subgraph in the red arc
can be represented by: {1 112 2}. In this code 1: center type;
112: surrounding point types (sorted); 2: volume category of
the graph.

7) Bag of Graphs: Counting the frequency of the similar
local patterns defined in the previous step we get a BoF [43]
like descriptor. Based on the example of the previous sub-
section, we have 3*10*2=60 possible variations of patterns.
Unfortunately, this can already result in a sparse histogram,
and the number variation possibilities increase radically by
raising cluster, volume categories. For solving this problem,
only patterns occurring in the train set will be counted.
Methods like dimension reduction or generating less graph
types by hash function can be used as well. Another option
for brief BoG representation is the concatenation of graph
type histogram with graph volume histogram. For 4-5 object
categories, the example illustrates well the number of pattern
variations (several hundreds) we used, for large object category
numbers keypoint cluster cardinality should be increased.
Absolute (L1) distance is used for error measurement and
nearest neighbor classification is done, using only the training
cluster centers.

TABLE II

CATEGORIZATION RESULTS (IN %) ON THE FULL ONE-VIEW TEST
CLOUDS (OVERALL RESULT: 83 %, COMPARABLE TO GSH [36])

TABLE III

CATEGORIZATION RESULTS (IN %) ON THE PARTIAL ONE-VIEW TEST
CLOUDS; ABOUT 20 % OF THE FULL 3D OBJECT IS VISIBLE,

THERE ARE NO METHODS TO COMPARE WITH

IV. VALIDATION ON KNOWN PUBLIC

REFERENCE DATABASE

The usefulness of local pattern based descriptors has been
demonstrated first in [9] on a relatively large database gener-
ated from [56]. This is done after selecting categories closest
to application area (human, chair, table, angular - box like -
objects, animals) and applying Hidden Point Removal (HPR)
operator [57] on them. HPR is a standard way to generate
2.5D views from 3D point clouds, [58] also used it to test
descriptor specific keypoint detector repeatability in different
views.

Confusion matrix is counted for the recognition of these
samples from different view-points (Table II), it can be com-
pared to other published results [36]. Note that other methods
do not deal with partial clouds similar to Table III, thus these
cannot be compared.

The 2.5D test database contained more than 1000 sam-
ples from 90 different one-view clouds. We simulated the
exploration in several stages both in bottom-up and top-down
sequence. For example Table III shows the confusion matrix
for (25 keypoint stage, where only about 20% of the full 3D
cloud is visible). Fig. 7 illustrates an example for point clouds
tested in Table II and III.

The average recognition result for full ‘one-view’ clouds is
about 83%. It is comparable to results of Global Structure His-
togram (GSH) (about 80% efficiency in similar circumstances)
method [36], which represents an object as distribution of
paths along the surface. For clouds containing about 20% of
the full 3D object (less than half of the ‘one-view’ clouds)
our method performed 66%. It is comparable to its full
‘one-view’ recognition performance (83%). High certainty
object category prediction is achieved by our method regarding
five object categories for such partial clouds other methods
do not even deal with. After validating on public database,
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Fig. 7. Examples of test clouds generated from public database with clustered
keypoints; from one view we can never see all the keypoints of a body, and
moreover without scanning the full height we do not have scale information
about the shape. (a) 20% of full 3D object. (b) 45% of full 3D object.

we step forward for testing the applicability in real life
scenarios.

V. REAL-LIFE EXPERIMENTS

After the validation on a test dataset, real-life LIDAR
sequences were chosen to generate the proof of concept of our
method on noisy data. First the steps of test data generation,
then the results will be presented.

A. Data Extraction

We built an object database containing segmented objects
from Mobile Laser Scanning point cloud. In case of planar
LIDAR sequences we get 3D clouds by registering them. This
is done by using the position information of the vehicle. Regis-
tration of frames is inevitable in the case of 3D LIDAR frames
too, because their sparsity and to get sequential structure.
If position data is not available algorithms like Generalized-
ICP can be used for registration [59]. This paper does not
deal with segmentation process, known methods based on
voxelization [60], or the method like [61] which uses adaptive
radius for RBNN (radially bounded nearest neighbor) can be
applied. Ground segmentation is generally the first step of the
object segmentation algorithms based on voxel clustering by
features like mean, variance and density. When the ground
is segmented it operates as a separator between partitions
determined by local neighborhood. One contribution of our
approach is the ability to help this segmentation, because of
prediction from partial clouds. Most of the literature seek to
classify the urban object categories: {Road, Building, Tree,
Car, Pole, Pedestrian, Cyclist} [37], [41]. Out of this seven
categories only five: {Tree, Car, Pole, Pedestrian, Cyclist}
have significance; ground is already found in the segmentation
step and there are also solutions for automatic extracting of
vertical building walls [62]. So we do not deal with points
corresponding to Road and Building categories. Our MLS
cloud was lack of cyclists, so we segmented cyclist clouds
from the KITTI database [63], [64]. Cyclist category includes
both bicyclists and motorcyclists. We trained our algorithm
for a set of 70 3D objects (illustrated in Fig. 8) and tested it
on 60 different objects, exploring them in bottom-up sequence
in 5 steps. So, the test database consisted of total 300 clouds.
In the test we explored objects only up to 2 m. In practice, it is

Fig. 8. Point cloud examples of trained objects. (a) Tree. (b) Car. (c) Pole.
(d) Pedestrian. (e) Cyclist.

likely we will only see object points above 2 m (depending
on the sensor installation), if we pass the object. For objects
lower than 2 m the 5 stage resulted stepsize of 20 % of
object height, for objects taller than 2 m (Trees and Poles)
the stepsize was exactly 0.4m. Tall objects were also explored
up to full height in another test where we used ISS method to
reduce the number of keypoint candidates and doubled search
radius. This was necessary to deal with the increased number
of points.

B. Computational Complexity and Running Speed Evaluation
We implemented our algorithm in C++ programming lan-

guage and we used the running time of this code to evaluate
the computational complexity of the algorithm. The ISS and
FPFH functions are using PCL implementations [65].

Examining one-view clouds up to 2 m height, the average
point number is about 6000. On an on-board computer with
configuration: Intel Core i7-4790K @ 4.00GHz processor,
32 GB RAM, Ubuntu-16 64 bit operating system, the average
running times of the main steps of our algorithm corresponding
to the average point number is 0.354 s. Table IV shows detailed
evaluation of a pipeline based on our method. The evaluated
screen contains 60 consecutive measurement with a 2D LIDAR
sensor (with 10 Hz scanning frequency) and the number of
object points in the screen are the average indicated above.

Remarks:
• Running speed depends on the number of points, and the

MLS point clouds we used for the evaluation are locally
dense.

• A full one-view pedestrian with few hundred points
can be processed and categorized with our algorithm
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TABLE IV

RUNNING TIME EVALUATION ON AVERAGE POINT NUMBER

Fig. 9. Example point clouds of test object explorations; the point colors
(red, green, blue, orange and black) correspond to newly registered points in
the given exploration stage (20 %, 40 %, 60 %, 80 % and 100 % is visible
of the object heigt) in case of each category. (a) Tree. (b) Car. (c) Pole.
(d) Pedestrian. (e) Cyclist.

about 0.05 s with the current hardware and software
configuration.

• Partial clouds have much less points than the calculated
average, even in case of MLS data (however, it is also
true, examining a tree up to full height, it can be built
up from lot more points than its bole). Approximately
3 Hz (Table IV) is the lower bound for the process speed
corresponds to full one-view clouds, for partial clouds it
is faster.

• All the processing steps designed to be a part of paral-
lel pipeline, running on multi-core (Registering frames,
ground detection and object segmentation).

• AGVs are operating with a speed of walking, namely
1-1.5 m

s . Real-time and safe operation is ensured for them
with our method by using a usual on-board computer.

• Implementing the code on computer with higher process-
ing capacity (e.g.: NVIDIA DRIVE PX 24computer
designed for autonomous driving) would reduce the run-
ning speed at least one order of magnitude.

4http://www.nvidia.com/object/drive-px.html

Fig. 10. Example point clouds of tree and pole test objects examining up
to about 2 m height; the point colors (red, green, blue, yellow and black)
correspond to newly registered points in the given exploration stage (0.4 m,
0.8 m, 1.2 m 1.6 m and 2 m is visible of the object height) in case of both
category.

Fig. 11. Evolution of detection as the convergence of category changes
through close-up stages for test objects of car, pole and cyclist categories. For
objects lower than 2 m exploration stages are 20 %, 40 %, 60 %, 80 % and
100 % of object height, for objects taller than 2 m stages are 0.4 m 0.8 m
1.2 m 1.6 m 2 m.

TABLE V

RECOGNITION RESULTS IN DIFFERENT VIEW ANGLE STAGES

(BOTTOM-UP SEQUENCES) ON URBAN OBJECTS FOR OBJECTS

LOWER THAN 2 m EXPLORATION STAGES ARE 20 %, 40 %,
60 %, 80 % AND 100 % OF OBJECT HEIGHT, FOR

OBJECTS TALLER THAN 2 m STAGES ARE

0.4 m 0.8 m 1.2 m 1.6 m 2 m

C. Results on Developing Point Clouds

Illustration of exploration of partial test point clouds are
visible in Fig. 9. Overall recognition results for all stages are
summarized in Table V. Decisions in each stages can be seen
for the two least succesful categories in Fig. 12 (tree) and
Fig. 13 (pedestrian) and for the other three in Fig. 11. In case
of pedestrian category the recognition rate in the final stage is
91.67 % as well. Pedestrian detection works robustly in 2D,
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Fig. 12. Evolution of detection as the convergence of category changes
through close-up stages up 2 m height for test objects of tree category. For
objects lower than 2 m exploration stages are 20 %, 40 %, 60 %, 80 % and
100 % of object height, for objects taller than 2 m stages are 0.4 m 0.8 m
1.2 m 1.6 m 2 m.

Fig. 13. Evolution of detection as the convergence of category changes
through close-up stages for test objects of pedestrian categories.

if the occlusion is less than 30 %. [66], [67] In case of trees
(without leaves) investigating parts under 2 m the category
uncertain, they frequently categorized as poles (Fig. 13). Yet,
it is just that what we would expect. Taking a look at the
pictures of such tree and pole objects on Fig. 10, there is no
apparent difference between these objects in the early stages.
When the canopy appears, the method instantly differentiate
the two categories. If we have data above 2 m we can continue
the exploration up to full height. We did this by increasing
search radius for keeping processing time. However, applying
big radius for the whole exploration process is not advised,
because it requires more data for evaluation.

If height information is available, it is advised to use small
search radius and after reaching a given altitude (for example
2 m) increase it, and compare only categories that can be
higher than the given altitude. In our experiments adding
this binary decision variable 98.33 % of the test clouds are
categorized well when we reached full height of the objects.

Fig. 14. Evolution of average error measure ratios for true positives. For
objects lower than 2 m exploration stages are 20 %, 40 %, 60 %, 80 % and
100 % of object height, for objects taller than 2 m stages are 0.4 m 0.8 m
1.2 m 1.6 m 2 m.

Fig. 15. Illustration of characteristic keypoint types. (a) Tree. (b) Car.
(c) Pole. (d) Pedestrian. (e) Cyclist.

Characteristic keypoint types of different categories are
illustrated in Fig. 15. One can observe that cyclists sitting on
the bicycle are very similar to pedestrians, but cyclist category
is still easily distinguishable from low information, because of
the properties of bicycle.

Fig. 14 illustrates the certainties of the decisions with the
evolution of average error measure ratios in true positive cases.
This ratio is defined as:

Error measure ratio = Second smallest error measure

Error measure of true category
.

For some categories we can make confident decisions in the
first exploration stage, prediction of the correct object type
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happens in early stages. The results are even more promising
than we got from the earlier public database. In this test we
differentiated four keypoint clusters and four graph volume
types, the final descriptor was a normalized histogram with
84 bins.

We investigated convergence, convergence speed and stabil-
ity of the method, and we get satisfying results exemplified in
the figures of this chapter. Summarizing, correct and confident
decision can be made about obstacles based on real, partial
point clouds.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the paper we proposed a 3D recognition method exploit-
ing local information of point clouds. This method can
solve the problem of partial view and partial shape detection
problem for using the scanned point clouds of autonomous
vehicles. We demonstrated that our method is capable of
dealing with both synthetic and real partial point clouds. This
method has the advantages compared to other methods applied
on LIDAR point clouds earlier:

• It works directly on point clouds: Extra processing steps
and information loss of local structures can be avoided.

• It is not model based: While model based methods
are strongly restricted, when it comes to objects which
radically differ from the model, our method is based on
feature learning and local pattern recognition.

• It is rotation invariant: With rotation invariance unusual
object position can also be detected like fallen
trees or overturned cars.

• It can recognize objects from very partial clouds: It is
the main contribution of our paper. As our best knowl-
edge it is the first time to attempt the recognition of
objects from such low information as we did. This allows
us to integrate it with some segmentation method and
mutually benefit from each other. Applying the method
with a safety scanner - localization sensor system, early
prediction can enhance security in large extent.

• Our method gives comparable results on one-view full
size objects to other methods. Despite of the fact,
we designed it to classify partial clouds (in order to
predict category in early stage), not full one-view scans.

At present, in case of AGV-s our algorithm works in real-
time on on-board computers. In urban environment, the oper-
ating speed of cars is one magnitude greater, so it requires
special computers designed for autonomous driving for real-
time running. Further possibility for speeding up our method
can be the differential processing of point clouds. Deal-
ing with only the actual scan and exploiting the evaluation
results from previously registered frames can significantly
reduce the necessary computing capacity. In the following
we will examine our method in sophisticated traffic condi-
tions of AGVs, where we know more about the a priori
probabilities of occurrences of different objects. Beside that,
we will investigate the applicability of the method on very
sparse point clouds and also the decision stage of the BoG
approach is planned to be supported with pattern sequence
information.
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